You are cordially invited to attend a
murder mystery party…

Hosted by:
You will play the role of:
Date:

Time:
Scene of the Crime:

RSVP:
Now, head over to www.yourmysteryparty.com/y2kbug for costume suggestions, the
game trailer, synopsis, and more!
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Guest List
Sutton Depp
Hollywood Icon
A former teen idol from the eighties, Sutton Depp is an American film star, comedian, and musician. There’s hardly a
talent that Sutton doesn’t possess. For that reason, Sutton has risen to the top of the Hollywood elite by landing
starring roles in Blockbuster films and playing lead guitar for a famous band named Savage Pogs.
Landyn Cobain
Rock Star
Landyn Cobain rose to fame soon after leaving a rural trailer park in Fargo, North Dakota. Landyn set out as a traveling
hitchhiker playing music in dive bars until stumbling upon a Hollywood music producer named Mr. Biggie, who was
visiting family in Houma, Louisiana. Mr. Biggie enjoyed Landyn’s performance, so he signed the aspiring rock star to a
deal with Pony Records. Today, Landyn sells out big venues across the nation and is touted as one of the most famous
rock stars alive.
Sloan Campbell
Fashion Icon
The who’s who of Hollywood is always spotted wearing pieces of Sloan Campbell’s fashion line. Sloan’s designs are
haughty, expensive, and outrageous, but celebs can’t get enough of them. Sloan works around the clock to keep the
designs fresh and to keep up with the custom orders from the uber-wealthy. Most of the garments parading down the
red carpets of Hollywood are from Campbell Collection.
Baylor Barrymore
Hollywood Icon
Baylor Barrymore’s face has graced the small and big screen since Baylor was a baby. A child of two maniacal stage
parents, Baylor has done voice acting for cartoons, roles in television series and kid’s shows, parts in feature films, and
even gigs on Broadway. Baylor was homeschooled, and for this reason – is quite antisocial and socially awkward. Baylor
doesn’t know how to interact with others without a script.
Memphis Moss
Celebrity Stylist
Memphis Moss delivers looks on the red carpet with the element of surprise. Memphis is famous for capturing the
essence of movie star magic from Old Hollywood timeless looks to dramatic feather ensembles. The paparazzi huddled
along the red carpets can usually tell who styled the celebrity on the other side of their lens.
Wren Aniston
Hollywood Icon
Wren Aniston is one of the nicest celebrities in Hollywood. Wren got a start in the industry with low-budget horror flicks
of the eighties, and now, Wren’s face makes a weekly appearance on the popular television sitcom Fright Nights. Wren
has also landed roles in hit movies but prefers to live a calmer life with the regular spot on television.
Sterling Howser
Teenage Neurosurgeon
A child prodigy with a genius intellect and a photographic memory - this physician was practicing medicine by the age of
fourteen. Sterling is working as a resident neurosurgeon at Palmview Medical Center in Los Angeles but lives at home
with a doting mother and strict father. Sterling has treated many of the stars of Hollywood. For that reason, Sterling’s
always invited to the most exclusive events.
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Briar Jackson
CEO, Janko Games
Briar Jackson is an American business whiz and the current CEO of Janko Games of America. Before working for the
gaming industry, Briar held various positions with major corporations, such as Freedo Lay Food Company, Proxy &
Gambler, and GNP Automobile Company. Briar has been quite the job jumper in the last few years, but nobody knows
why.
Francis Bennis
Oil Tycoon, Entrepreneur
Francis Bennis is one of the wealthiest people on the planet. Francis was born into money but proceeded to use the
family's oil-gained funds to grow the wealth even further by founding or investing in the top luxury-goods companies in
fashion and indulgence. You would never expect that a person who could buy cities without blinking an eye would be so
nice and humble. Francis is a great friend to have.
Reign Spears
Pop Star
Reign Spears is an upcoming pop star who recently broke onto the scene after performing across the country in
shopping malls. Reign’s first tour is scheduled for 1999, but Reign is concerned about touring too close to the upcoming
Y2K pandemonium. Reign is difficult to please and can be quite demanding.
Monroe Manson
Rock Star
Monroe Manson is a notorious rock star who wears outrageous attire and behaves atrociously. Monroe admittedly does
foolish things for shock value and loves to land a front-page spot in the trash tabloids. However, Monroe has a brilliant
mind and is a secret intellect. Monroe has made reliable connections with the Hollywood elite.
Emory McBeal
Venture Capitalist
Emory McBeal has three Ivy League Ph.Ds. and hails from a multi-generational line of wealth. Emory is one of the best
people to know, as this billionaire is well-connected. Pompous & pretentious, this snooty venture capitalist has a reason
for being hoity-toity.
Jules Eisner
CEO, Walt Destiny Company
From green-lighting hit movies to giving stamps of approval on new television shows, book releases, and amusement
parks, Jules Eisner is one of the most influential people in the world. Destiny is an American diversified multinational
mass media and entertainment conglomerate headquartered in Beverly Hills, California.
Robin Ovitz
Chairman, Creative Talent Agency (CTA)
Robin Ovitz has signed over 700 of Hollywood’s biggest stars by promising a speed track to fame and fortune like no
other agency in the world can guarantee. Robin is shamefully rich and powerful. Robin can demand ridiculous amounts
of money from movie studios, as s/he represents the talent, the directors, and the writers. Robin refers to these movie
deals as the Big Bang Blockbuster packages.
Campbell Ebert
Film Critic
Campbell Ebert is the most influential movie critic in history. With a television show watched by over four million
viewers, Campbell has the power to kill a film. For that reason, it’s rumored that Campbell has amassed an exceptional
fortune from the bribes for good reviews.
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Salem Powell
Four Star General, US Army
Salem Powell is a professional soldier, having held various command and operations positions until rising to the rank of
General in 1989. Salem is a war veteran and served a White House Fellowship under President Nixon in the ‘70s. In the
early ‘90s, General Powell served as the 12th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and had oversight of over thirty
military crises.
Dr. Hollis Cruise
Research Scientist
Dr. Hollis Cruise is a research scientist for the International Health Institute – a federally funded program for human
research. Dr. Hollis Cruise was the head of the Human Clone Project before it was banned after several animals were
cloned successfully in 1996, and human cloning was set to commence. However, rumor holds that there is a secret
underground laboratory that is still working on the project.
Ridley Costner
Prosecutor
Ridley Costner is an American prosecutor who gained fame overnight as one of the lead attorneys in the J.O. Simpleton
murder case. Ridley Costner was born in a small California town with parents who both worked for the government.
After earning a law degree, Ridley Costner started as a public defender, but then switched gears and landed in the
district attorney’s office as a prosecutor. Ridley works long hours and rarely sleeps.
Lake Bullock
Fan Club President
Lake Bullock is a fan club president for Sutton Depp. Based out of Austin, Texas, Lake Bullock is involved in all aspects of
Sutton’s career, including merchandising, branding, websites, and VIP meet-and-greets. Nobody knows how Lake
Bullock got the start as the fan club president, but one thing is for sure – Lake Bullock doesn’t take no as an answer.
Marlo Eastwood
Pathologist
Dr. Marlo Eastwood has led the cause of assisted suicide for many years. Nicknamed Dr. Demise, this self-proclaimed
humanitarian is currently evading police after a recent case of voluntary euthanasia hit the national news and garnered
world attention. Dr. Eastwood might face second-degree murder charges. For now, Dr. Eastwood is living on the lam and
still accepting new patients in need.
Jael Winfrey
Talk Show Host
Jael Winfrey hails from New York but moved to Hollywood in search of the American Dream – to become a star. A
former face on the big screen, Jael Winfrey is the youngest talk show host in history. Jael’s show has been on the air
since 1993, and is filled with tabloid topics, such as lousy hygiene, out-of-control grandchildren, wedding nightmares,
and more!
Gray Hanks
CEO, Esell Auctions
Gray Hanks oversees thirty employees at the new online auction site, Esell Auctions. The company was founded in the
mid-nineties on a whim, but to everyone’s shock, it rose to be the number one online retail store in record time. Gray
deals with a business model that has no precedent and is expanding out-of-control. For that reason, Gray tends to snap
at others due to a lack of patience.
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Dana Ford
Founder, Napper File Sharing
Dana Ford is the founder of Napper, a file-sharing online company that allows users to share each other’s data from
their hard drives- known now as a Peer-to-Peer file-sharing service, and mostly for mp3 audio files. However, Dana has
been under intense scrutiny from the Record Industry Organization of America (RIOA). It is only a matter of time before
Dana ends up in court.
Windsor Willis
Computer Scientist
Windsor Willis is a doctoral student at the University of Sanford who recently completed a research project for a
prototype search engine called Boogle. Windsor has set up shop in a friend’s garage and hopes that Boogle can one day
become a staple on the internet.
Alby Smith
Astrophysicist
Dr. Alby Smith will not stop warning anyone who will listen that the people of Earth shouldn’t be worrying about a silly
computer glitch, but rather, be buckling down for the Alby-Bates comet that is approaching the planet. Alby has
calculated that the comet will hit November of 1999, and that is the upcoming crisis in which everyone should be
prepared.
Indiana Carrey
Professional Tennis Player
Indiana Carrey is a professional tennis player with a single-handed backhand that is so powerful and precise, Indiana
earned the nickname The Intimidator. With so many titles to name from the Australian Opens to Wimbledon’s, Indiana’s
prize earnings and sponsorships over the years have made Indi one of the wealthiest celebrities in America.
Jaden Roberts
Professional Ice Skater
Jaden began ice skating as a toddler, training with a coach by the age of three. Jaden’s parents held three jobs each just
to give Jaden the chance to compete and rise to the level of the Olympic games. Jaden is a powerful free skater and has
won many titles, such as the Nationals Championship on multiple occasions. Jaden was the first to complete a triple axel
in a short program in 1990 but has been unable to duplicate the accomplishment ever since.
Lumi Williams
Hollywood Icon
Many say that the Hollywood elite has always sheltered Lumi Williams, and for this reason, Lumi doesn’t have a clue
about how the rest of the world works. This star will belittle others for having less but often seems to behave like that
without realizing it. Lumi is difficult to deal with on the film set, and many directors have black-listed Lumi from getting a
role in their movies.
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